Annual membership for migrant workers

(Seconded employees, seasonal workers, harvest assistants, corresponding fixed-term contract workers)

Under § 8 paragraph 8 of the Berlin constitution of 2017, as determined by the trade union council on 28.01.2020, migrant workers in the construction industry and the agricultural sector can become annual members of IG Bauen-Agrar-Umwelt. Membership begins on payment of the subscription and ends after twelve months, without cancellation, unless it is renewed.

The subscription comprises the respective current subscriptions of construction minimum wage 1 in the construction sector or the statutory minimum wage in the agricultural sector for 6 months of employment, plus the minimum subscription of € 5.50 for the remaining 6 months in the event that unemployment benefit II is claimed. The annual subscription is collected for 12 months in advance.

Benefits

This subscription includes the following benefits:

- Immediate protection of employment and social rights in Germany.
- Exemption from reclamation of costs already incurred from membership.
- Advice and information.
- Strike support.
- Liability and damage compensation protection for damages e. g. to vehicles and equipment in the course of services from the collective agreement with GUV/ Fakulta.
- Information on important changes in the legal position or on labour disputes – in the native language if available.
- Central telephone number for facts – die Infoline GmbH. Calls accepted in the main languages. Handling of telephone enquiries by the European Migrant Workers’ Union (EMWU).

Membership subscription

The annual subscription amounts to the following:

- In the construction industry up to 01.01.2021 187,20 €
- In the agricultural sector up to 01.01.2021 146,40 €

Current annual subscription at www.igbau.de.
I hereby declare my intention to join IG BAU:

Personal information

Forename and surname

Date of birth

Address

Country

Phone (mobile)

Nationality

Gender: ☐ Male ☐ Female

E-mail

Transfer from

Information on employment

Migrant Workers ☐ Construction industry ☐ Agricultural economics

Annual membership (See overleaf information)

€

Start date

Important note regarding the collection of subscriptions by SEPA mandate: Countries or individual banks that do not participate in the SEPA procedure sometimes charge considerable fees for direct debits. The annual subscription for migrant workers can also be paid in cash.

Forename and surname of sponsor

Date of birth

By signing, I agree to join IG BAU and I accept the constitution of IG BAU.

By signing, I agree to the storage of my data in accordance with the provisions of the EU general data protection regulation (www.igbau.de/datenschutz-hinweise.html).

0391 4085- plus 105 for English/German
114 for Polish
107 for Romanian
106 for Hungarian
921 for Russian
922 for Hungarian
mobil@igbau.de

0314 178- plus 105 for English/German
107 for Romanian
921 for Russian
mobil@igbau.de

Sepa direct debit mandate for one-off payments

I (we) authorise IG Bau-Ent-Agrar-Umwelt (IG BAU) to collect payments from my (our) bank by direct debit. I (we) also instruct my (our) bank to honour the direct debit taken from my (our) account by IG BAU.

Note: I (we) may demand a refund of the debited amount, within eight weeks, starting on the date of the debit. The terms and conditions agreed upon with my (our) financial institution apply here.

Creditor identification number: DE13ZZZ00000538921.

Mandate reference: ☐ Membership fee in accordance with sec. 8 of the constitution of IG BAU.

Mandate no. (To be completed by IG BAU member office):

Note: In accordance with sec. 8 of the constitution of IG BAU Statutes we will collect the annual membership fee from your stated bank account on 15th or 30th of the month after receipt of your signed enrolment declaration.

Join now!

Interested? Call our main number (seven languages):

0391 4085- plus 105 for English/German
114 for Polish
107 for Romanian
106 for Hungarian
921 for Russian
922 for Hungarian

All languages: mobil@igbau.de

The IG BAU offers special membership for migrant workers. Here you can become a member when you:

• your actual home is not in Germany.
• your employer is working temporarily in Germany, and
• you are only working temporarily in Germany.

The membership dues are much lower than normal as migrant workers are only temporarily in Germany. Detailed information is on the last page.

In Germany, trade unions are split into branches. Their conditions are always better than those that are legally guaranteed. In addition, we give you support with problems relating to workers rights and civil law. Trade unions finance themselves through the membership fees. In this way they remain independent of political parties and employers. Membership is voluntary and employers are never informed.

In Germany, trade unions are split into branches. Together, collective agreements are negotiated for individual businesses or entire branches. Their conditions are always better than those that are legally guaranteed. In addition, we give you support with problems relating to workers rights and civil law. Trade unions finance themselves through the membership fees. In this way they remain independent of political parties and employers. Membership is voluntary and employers are never informed.

It is the German Trade-Union responsible for all branches of the construction industry and agriculture. They have offices all over Germany. A trade union is a fusion of employees.